Introducing Pearson Interactive Labs

Video Speakers

- **Professor Dani Fischer**  
  Waubonsee Community College
- **Professor Katie Johnson**  
  Collin College

Pearson is reimagining online labs
to give students an interactive experience
that helps them develop the lab skills they need.

**Professor Dani Fischer**
In these interactive labs you are not constrained by the cost of the equipment or the walls of a classroom.

Each lab follows the process of science.

**Professor Katie Johnson** *(00:29 – 00:36)*
It's really important that students understand the process of science. I've never seen that more importantly than over the last year.

Students pursue answers to real-world questions.

**Professor Katie Johnson** *(00:42 – 00:52)*
Everyone has experience with science in their everyday lives. Being able to connect that to the labs is going to help students engage and also retain the information.

Students collect, graph, and interpret data.

**Professor Dani Fischer** *(00:55 – 01:12)*
Data is everywhere and no matter what field the students go in to from teaching, to marketing, to being a baseball coach, they will be building graphs and interpreting data. It is best to build that skill now in an online lab interface where they can make mistakes and practice for the working world.

An environment where mistakes foster learning that helps students thrive.

**Professor Dani Fischer** *(01:17 – 01:25)*
The process of science inherently involves making mistakes, this makes the process realistic.
Available as part of Mastering

Pearson Interactive Labs put an authentic learning experience in the hands of more students.